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Rings: completely new science in Cassini “Grand Finale”  

Measure ring mass directly with 5% (1) 
accuracy. Supermassive rings can be 
easily detected or ruled out this way. 

“Proximal orbits” 

Ultra-high res images  
and spectra of lit face 

Direct sampling 
of ring material 

Cassini RADAR  
maps of the rings 
 

Extended time baseline and wide open 
rings for studies of variable structure 
and the dense mid-B Ring 



B ring irreg here 

Maybe use nice supercolor from Lovett? 

C ring “plateaus” B ring “irregular structure” 

5000km 4000km 

5000km 

The Cassini Division 

               Many outstanding 
           structural puzzles 
       & protoplanetary disk 
    dynamical analogs.. 
..love to go back .. 
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Upper right - irregular structure in inner B ring. 99000km “red bands” start at right. So, just at the boundary between moderate tau and higher tau where RSS sees “channel structure”. Original Image is 4900 km across; structure typical scale is roughly the ~80km seen by Horn & Cuzzi but smoother in the lower tau regions. Crop shown here is only 4100km across. Upper left: C ring plateau structure surrounding Maxwell gap. Broad plateaus are about 300km wide. Image covers about 5100km radial width. 



Rings & ringmoons are  
dominated by Roche zone, 

within about 2.3Rp 

CONTEXT: 



Mosqueira & Estrada 2003 Icarus  

Satellite systems as a whole dominated by Hill-sphere physics CONTEXT: 

Rings & ringmoons are  
dominated by Roche zone, 

within about 2.3Rp 
 

RH = a(Mp/Msun)1/3 



Mosqueira & Estrada 2003 Icarus  

Satellite systems as a whole dominated by Hill-sphere physics CONTEXT: 

Rings & ringmoons are  
dominated by Roche zone, 

within about 2.3Rp 
 

Satellite system modeling has become very sophisticated; 
need observations to distinguish the models 

(Diverse satellite internal structure and composition)   

RH = a(Mp/Msun)1/3 



The even bigger picture: 

GG and IG systems form  
from local solids and gas,  
in their own subnebulae 



The even bigger picture: 

Planetesimals from sticking or “leapfrog” growth? 

Nebula turbulent intensity drives 
transport and compositional 
mixing, but is poorly known 

GG and IG systems form  
from local solids and gas,  
in their own subnebulae 



The even bigger picture: 

Planetesimals from sticking or “leapfrog” growth? 

Planets move around  
during and after formation 

Nebula turbulent intensity drives 
transport and compositional 
mixing, but is poorly known 

Solids drift relative to gas 
changing nebula composition 

GG and IG systems form  
from local solids and gas,  
in their own subnebulae 



Planetesimals from sticking or “leapfrog” growth? 

Planets move around  
during and after formation 

Nebula turbulent intensity drives 
transport and compositional 
mixing, but is poorly known 

Solids drift relative to gas 
changing nebula composition 

GG and IG systems form  
from local solids and gas,  
in their own subnebulae 

Planetary formation models can be explanatory & contextual, 
but have many parameters,  

thus require many observational constraints! 
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N. Batalha PNAS 2014 



Kepler-11 and its family of (sub)neptunes 
(rock-ice-hydrogen makeup unknown) 

Lissauer et al 2011 



Hadden & Lithwick 2014 ApJ 



Directly  
Imaged 

Exoplanets 

HR 8799b-e 

Marley et al 2012 

Crude spectra, like  
planetary spectra of 
a generation ago … 
 
Quality and number  
rapidly growing with  
AO coronographs  
(GPI, Exo-C, WFIRST) 
 
Important conclusions 
can be drawn about  
C/O/H ratio, etc.  
 
Time and phase angle  
variability, clouds, even  
basic thermal structure 
essentially unexplored. 

HR 8799 b-e 

B. Zuckerman 
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Presentation Notes
USE THIS TO TALK ABOUT HEAT OF FORMATION/ACCRETIONAND THE ROTATION SPEED “DEEP INTERIOR” PUZZLEALSO REFER HERE TO EXTRASOLAR PLANETS





Courtesy K. Baines 

Observations of this type are in their infancy. One can envision  
movies of deep cloud dynamics with GG-IG comparisons 
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Adapted from Atreya et al 2003, and 2015 CUP 
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Fig. updated on 8 Sept 2007 by Egeler.Solar elemental abundances are from Grevesse et. al. (2005), adjusting for protosolar correction (revised 6/9/06), [1] Neon:  Grevesse et al value is derived using oxygen as proxy. Direct Ne data from X-ray stars gives 2.7 times higher solar Ne (Drake, Nature, 2005), so that Grevesse (2005) solar Ne/H should be raised by 2.7, i.e. from 0.7.76 (-5) to 2.1 (-4). Thus, the Jupier/Sun Ne=0.0590.004. [2] Ar value has been changed back to meteoritic/solar photospheric value of 3.6210-6 (Anders and Grevesse 1989, which is nearly identical to the Lodders 2005 value based on Ar/S. This gives Jupiter/Sun Ar= 2.510.50  (09/08/07). Grevesse et al. (2005) derived using oxygen as proxy, same as neon, which gives an erroneous result for these volatiles. [3] He for Saturn from Flasar (CIRS) measurement (07/05/06).   To make this: Matlab figure must be run on Mac, save Matlab figure as .eps, transfer to my laptop, open the .eps in Illustrator, Export as .tif, in powerpoint insert picture; matlab code uses 1.5 linewidth, 7 markersize; everything else is done in powerpoint (more below)To get it to fit; just ungroup old figure and delete the matlab part of it (bring to front first). Then resize the new Matlab figure to full screen and copy it onto the slide with all the .ppt stuff. Then open the picture toolbar and make the white background part of the Matlab figure transparent. Then send the matlab part to back, and bring forward 4 times to be able to view the squares on top. 
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F11: Fortney et al 2011 DS, WP; 
also Xe isotopic implications for 
Earth atmosphere 

Adapted from Atreya et al 2003, and 2015 CUP 

“Heavy element (and isotope)” abundances  
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Both models from Atreya and Wong 2005 SSR 

Ice Giants: even the S-clouds are deep! 

30x 



Deep internal structure 



Gaulme et al  
2011 

Jackiewicz et al  
2012 

Marley et al 1995; 
Podolak et al 1995 

The Deep Interior: 
Doppler Imaging (DI) 

of seismic modes 
complements 

gravity mapping 

J0 

J4 
J2 

J6 

J0 

J4 
J2 

J6 

core 

Core? 

Helled et al 2011 

Saturn modes already observed, perturbing the rings: Hedman & Nicholson 2013,14 



Origins of gas and ice giant planets and exoplanets*:  
 

Fundamental chemical and isotopic properties 
Entry Probes to below NH4SH clouds 
       Photochemical haze/cloud properties; upper atm structure 
       C, N, S: arrived as clathrates, ices, adsorbed, or vapor? 
       Noble Gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe & their isotopes) 
       P, As, Ge..; CO, HCN (chemistry/“eddy diffusion”)? 
       D/H; Ortho/para-H; 15N/14N; C and O(?) isotopes 
Deep microwave mapping to get O/S-abundance globally? 
       Possible on flyby?? ..  
Fundamental physical properties 

  Envelope/core structure with gravity & Doppler Imaging;  
       “planetesimals” vs “pebbles”? “core dredging”? etc 

Benchmarks and ground truth for exoplanets 
       NIR spectra as functions of phase/time/clouds 
       Deep or shallow atmospheric dynamics? (GG and IG)  
  
 

*The opinions expressed here are my own and do not represent any official or unofficial position of NASA,  
the US government, or any of the people who shared their expertise with me. 



Mission strategy implications* 

*The opinions expressed here are my own and do not represent any official or unofficial position of NASA,  
the US government, or any of the people who shared their expertise with me. 

International collaboration seems both obvious and necessary 
 Witness success of Cassini/Huygens 
 NASA and ESA have both done studies and advocacy  
      for Probe//Flyby missions to Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune 
 

Preference for IG mission vs Saturn mission (DS11; but see below)? 
 Ignorance level; heavy elements & isotopes; Kepler population 
                                                                  - or ?? -  

Spectral/dynamical mapping: preference for GGs, closer to D.I.P.’s? 
 

Single Orbiter/Probe mission is always attractive (extended 
   mapping in NIR/µwave, gravity, rings/moons; maybe deep probe? 
   - or ?? -  

Saturn-to-Uranus probes/flybys (Hof13) with DI on extended approach 
   with microwave mapping at encounter to get O/S? 
 

New mission technology needing more study 
        (Agrawal et al 2014; also subm. GCD & EDL) 
 Aerocapture/braking 
 Lower-mass thermal protection and components 
 Onboard “smart” algorithms for entry/braking (eg. Cassini)? 









Courtesy K. Zahnle 



Current thinking on Ring origin 
The low current meteoroid mass flux no longer requires and may preclude a 
young ring age. Much larger fluxes are expected during LHB and primordial 
era, so primordial ring would need to be much more massive than current ring. 
 

Present locations of “ringmoons” are still a puzzle but resonant interactions, 
collisions, reaccretion might frustrate their outward torque-based evolution.  
 

At least the A and B Ring parent(s) must be nearly pure ice. Saturn system 
has other examples of large, nearly pure ice bodies (Iapetus, Tethys). 
Disruption of a differentiated body and loss of the core have long been 
advocated to explain this. C Ring might be younger/derivative. BUT there is 
some widespread non-icy UV absorber (PAH/organic or Fe/hematite related).  

Recent scenarios involve tidal migration and 
disruption of Titan-sized ring “grandparent”  
to create a Rhea-sized ring “parent”,  
which evolves in later and is again disrupted. 
Mosqueira/Estrada scenarios grow the Rhea-
sized parent in situ directly. Formation of 
satellite systems is an active area of study. 

T 

Canup 2009 



Courtesy K. Baines 

Observed in the 5 µm window, Saturn shows complex cloud  
and dynamical band structure; this work is in its infancy  



Patience is a virtue! 

1976-78 
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